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The Jews are known as
The People of the Book =  = أهل الكتاب = עם הספרAhlil-Kitab
Are they worthy to be called also
“The People of Books and Libraries”*
By: Dr. Chanan Rapaport

Foreword,
In honor of The Israel National Library 120 anniversary** I wish to discuss the role played by
Jewish Literacy in furthering Jewish society, and in books and libraries.
In the past 3,500 years of human history, the Jews were rightfully known as “The People of The
Book”. I wondered whether it would also be appropriate to describe them as ”The People of Books
and Libraries”.
While these musings require a voluminous book, nevertheless I dare here to summarize it in a short
article.
Let us begin by investigating the importance of teaching writing and reading among the Jewish
people, trace the history of Jewish schools and the young age of their students body, compare it with
the rest of the world, then study the impact of the newly developed printing technology on society.
We will deal with the influence of books on class status in Jewish society, observe the phenomena of
books-collection and the emergence of private and public libraries. We will then proceed to compare
the recent statistics on new books published in several advanced and cultured countries, then examine
the popularity of books among various nations and conclude with the story of the Strashun Library,
famous and widely respected among Jewish circles.

Jewish Schooling and Literacy
Learning and knowledge are most respected in Jewish tradition. Way back after the Exodus from
Egypt (in the 13th century BC), while the Israelites were still wandering in the Sinai Desert, fathers
were commanded to teach the Torah and educate their sons and sons of sons (Deuteronomy chapter 11
verses 19; 32; 46).
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Every Jew is duty bound to educate even those who are not his offspring. (See RAMBAM “Book of
Education” Mitzvah #419).

A major historical event took place in the first century BC: the community was duty bound to
establish schools for Jewish children! Shimon Ben Shatach- Head of the Sanhedrin- ruled that
“toddlers should attend school” (Talmud Yerushalmi, Ktubot, Chapter 8, Halacha 11).
Eventually (in the middle of the first century C.E.) the high Priest Joshua Ben Gamla expands on the
regulation to establish schools throughout the Land of Israel for all children 6-7 years old. This rule
increased the number of Learning Institutions and established the age for commencement of
education (Talmud Bavli, Bava Batra 21,1).
The determination of age 6 for the beginning of education is optimal, as it is said in Masechet Avot
(Mishnah Avot 5, 27) : ” He used to say: 5-years old to Torah, 10-years old to Mishnah, 13-years old to
Mitzvoth, 15-years old to Talmud”.
Later, an early age for teaching was decreased to three years ("Shulchan Aruch" and "Darkei Moshe" 'Yoreh
Dea'h, mark 245, 5).

Ever since the first century C.E. the importance of education exceeds “building the Temple, honoring
Father and Mother, saving lives, the Priesthood and the Monarchy” (Talmud Bavli, Megilah page 16, 2).
Talmud Torah that was balanced against all the commandments raised the prestige of a "Talmid
Chacham" and became an educational ideal.
The Jewish communities implemented the principle of general education.
While concurrently financing the education of its poor members from public funds. Conversely in
other cultures, like the Greek and Roman luxurious and glorious culture, only the few privileged
were favored with learning and education.
Later on we encounter the RAMBAM rules (“Mishneh Torah – Talmud Torah”, Chapter 2) which summarize
and clarifies Joshua Ben Gamla Talmudic regulations governing the class sizes: “…25 pupils shall be
supervised by one teacher. A class of 25-40 pupils shall have an additional Assistant-Teacher , and
two additional Assistant- Teachers shall be added to a class with over 40 pupils”.
The duration of the studies is "all day long, and part of the night." Further guidelines regarding the
promotion of a student according to his qualifications. Discussion on punishing students. The
evaluation of teachers' work, and more.
Only Judaism among all ancient civilizations established public schools, carried out a lively debate as
to their educational aims and principles of organization. Today such “modern” topics are the center of
deliberations in many Ministries of Education worldwide. It is amazing that they were discussed in
the Land of Israel over two thousand years ago.
The decision to establish public schools with all of its ramifications gains importance and
amplification given the fact that… it took about 1900 years to establish national education systems in
parts of the Western world.
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It was only in 1763 that King Frederick II of Prussia established a National Educational system for
kids ages 5-13, followed by Queen Maria Theresa in 1774.
Only seven states in the United States incorporated in their statutes until 1800, the state's duty to
educate children.
France, did so only in 1802. England, begins to help provide primary education, only after 1832.
In December 1948, the United Nations recognized the basic right of every child to free public
education.
The wider world waited more than 2000 years, after the decision of the Jewish people, to recognize
the rights of the child to education

The Impact of the Printing Press and Book Printing inventions
on the Jewish World
It is well known that Johan Gutenberg of Mainz invented the Printing press and the movable types.
His first major undertaking was the printing of the Bible in 1455. He kept his professional know-how
well guarded and away from Jews. We do not know how Rabbi Meshulam Yekutiel-Kuzi HaCohen
Rafa gained the art of printing. The expulsion of the Jews from his home town of RegensburgRatisbonne and arrival in Mainz, followed the anti-Jewish incitement perpetrated by the Franciscan
monk Giovanni de Capistrano. In 1463 after the second expulsion of the Jews from Mainz (a short
eight years after the printing of the Bible) we find Rabbi Kuzi Rafa in Italy where he establishes a
printing house in Piove- di-Sacco south east of Padoa.
There in 1472 the first Hebrew book ever was printed: Volume 1 out of 4 of “Arba’ah Turim” by
Yaacov Ben Asher. The project took until 1475 to complete. Thus Rabbi Meshulam Kuzi RafaRapaport became the first Hebrew printer in history.
The wide and deep literacy brought books closer to the Jewish masses. The book became a “source of
knowledge and wisdom”. Books and its works of wisdom brought the Jews closer to the outside
world from which they were separated due to their living conditions in a physical as well as in a
social and cultural Ghetto . The book bridged between peoples and cultures as well as their inner and
external universes.
No wonder that “books expertise” made the reader an honored and highly appreciated “man of the
world” who was elevated to a higher social status and whose advice was often sought.
This in turn increased the demand for books, more so since the advent of printing lowered their cost
and made them accessible to all - the upper class of scholar and the underprivileged ones. As a result,
the Jewish intelligentsia grew and spread across these communities.
On one hand “Being indispensible for prayer and study, reading became the ‘common ground’ for all
the people” (See interesting article by Prof. Menachem Ben-Sasson published in issue 189 of “ET-Mol” magazine).
On the other hand Jewish books in Hebrew and in Yiddish turned to be “agents of change in the
intellectual lives of vast parts of many populations”. The book was an excellent “agent of culture”
which brought about “fundamental changes in Jewish consciousness and actions which in turn
enticed and pushed them onto the wagon of modernity”.
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"The wandering Jewish people treated their books as their own homeland, which was more unsteady
than the land on which they temporarily lived" – all these in the wake of the many deportations and
pogroms they experienced in their history. (See the excellent book by Prof. Zeev Gris: The book as a cultural
agent].

The love of books combined with unquenched thirst for knowledge, combined with reverence of
books and the important social status that followed, led to the creation of private libraries.

Libraries among the Jewish people
About one hundred lists of various manuscripts were found in the Cairo Geniza, the largest
containing about 200 items, mostly belonging to individuals and only few belonging to book-dealers
(M. Ben Sasson).

The private libraries were created as book ownership grew among the Jews. However “there is not
sufficient data to trace the development of those private libraries. In the 18th Century we are aware of
the existence of huge collections such as David Oppenheim’s and Pinchas Katzenelboigen” (Z.Gries).
Also known are the libraries of David Kaufman in Budapest, Simonson in Copenhagen and Baron
Ginsburg in Leningrad - home to rare and most important manuscripts for the study of Jewish culture.
Private collections were also found at homes of ordinary enlightened individuals who made them
available to the public by lending them in order to read, study and research.
According to the Talmud and Geonim literature it is evident that book lending was quite prevalent.
Furthermore, our Sages scolded those who refused to lend their books deeming it a hindrance to the
dissemination of Torah studies.
"People are the same everywhere".""סדנא דארעא חד הוא
Since times immemorial there seems to be a similar pattern of behavior among “book borrowers”.
The Rabbinical Responsa deals with such topics. We find claims against borrowers who return books
in bad condition, against those who delay the return, and others who “steal” books outright.
A well known case involves a Jew who under the pretext of studying the Torah evaded returning a
borrowed book while claiming “permission to even steal the book” (M. Ben-Sasson).
Such a query was addressed to the RIF who ruled that while “it is a mitzvah to study, stealing is
inappropriate since a mitzvah emanating from transgression is disqualified” (Responsa, RIF, mark 133).
The European Jewry custom of jointly studying of a tractate in the GEMARA every Sabbath
afternoon, “Study Groups” during weekdays’ evenings, study en mass during ""= "ירחי כלהTwo
months Study Groups", harking back to the Babylonian era and up today (sort of an equivalent
nowadays to an open university) dedicated to the study of the daily Gemara and Mishnah pages
as well as the daily RAMBAM page , all caused the presence of the “Jewish Bookcase” in many
households, thus augmenting the “People of the Books” thesis.
“From the 16th Century onwards the number of Jewish public libraries in synagogues and Talmudic
colleges ( Yeshivot) multiplied. These libraries served as social community centers and housing
volumes of Torah literature, Ethics, Kabbalah and Customs” (Z. Gries)
The libraries, public and private, enabled people living apart in disparate lands to partake in one
culture. (M. Ben-Sasson).
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Publishing in Israel Vs. other countries
The sub title of this article reads: Are they worthy to be also called “The People of Books and
Libraries”. Here under, are statistics gleaned from UNESCO publications (Note: only culturally
developed countries were selected):
Country

Year

No. of new published
titles

Ratio of inhabitants per
title

Israel

2006

8,680

807

USA

2010

328,259

963 +

Germany

2011

82,048

979

France

2011

41,902

1,560 +

Greece

2002

6,826

1,585

Japan

2012

78,349

1,617

Sweden

2010

4,074

2,346

+*

*19% more than the USA and 93% more than France per title.
'Book Fairs' and 'Hebrew Book Weeks in Israel
International Book Fairs take place in many localities where they are frequented by publishers,
literary- agents, illustrators, authors and sundry other rights-holders, all seeking cooperative
opportunities with like minded parties. The Fair also endeavors to attract the general public.
The Hebrew Book Week (started in 1926) is a uniquely global phenomenon. Until 1961 it took
place intermittently, but since then it takes place simultaneously all over Israel every summer
annually. It attracts hundreds of thousands of visitors of all ages. In certain selected localities it
is also associated with special cultural events.
On the other hand in Budapest, Hungary as well as in a small number of towns in Spain and
Germany efforts are made to imitate the Israeli event albeit not on a national scale. As such
they are different from the Israeli model which in turn deserves its rank as a uniquely global
phenomenon.

The Strashun Library
Private libraries do not last for long, quite often due to lack of interest on the part of its inheritors.
Therefore, the collectors themselves bequest their libraries. Following, for example, is the
interesting case of the “Strashun Library” in Vilna.
R’ Matityahu Strashun (RMS) was a Hebrew scholar and researcher (Vilna Oct. 1st ,1817Dec.13th ,1885). The family hailed from the town of Strashuny located North West of Vilna.
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Due to the city's name, the family is also known as Strashun.
[Most of the following descriptions are based on Dr. Frida Shor’s book “ Mi Likutei
Shoshanim’ Ve-ad brigadat ha- Neyar’: the story of the Strashun Library in Vilna ” as well
as the book review by Dr. Nathan Cohen, “Ha’Atretz April 7th, 2013]
RMS as a scion to an affluent Rabbinical family, son of the Talmudic commentator R’ Shmuel
Strashun (RSS). He studied Torah in the famous Woloszyn Yeshiva as well as - privately – math,
philosophy and foreign languages: German, Russian, French and Latin. He belonged to a group of
moderate scholars who did not deviate from their traditional life styles. He was very active in the
Vilna Jewish community best known for his reform of the “kidnapped” edict (The Cantonists):
those poor Jewish children who were kidnapped to serve in the Tsar’s army. RMS managed to
exchange the children kidnapping for ransom and indeed kidnappings ceased in his times.
He published more than 300 research articles devoted to Talmudic literature, contributed
articles to Hebrew periodicals and carried out an intensive correspondence with the Jewish
intelligentsia of his era.
But his major claim to fame was his colossal books collection which at the twilight of his life
reached about 6,000 Hebrew volumes. His library included dozens of rare books pertaining to the
Torah dating to the beginnings of printing [incunabula], hundreds of Responsa books, and about
2,000 foreign Judaic studies volumes. In the middle of the 19th century it was considered an
enormous collection.
When his two sons died young he decided to bequest his library to “Yerushalaim d’Lithuania”Vilna. The city was then the cultural center of North-West Russia and this library was famous
throughout the whole wide world of Judaism. It was opened to the public in 1893.
“Hed HaZman” described it in 1909 as “The spiritual center to all scholars. The spirit of the
Jewish people dwells within the confines of the library”. Beginning in 1928 the library added to
its collection every Hebrew and Yiddish book published in Poland. It was further enriched by
contributions and estates of intellectuals who deemed the library to be the bedrock of the national
spiritual treasure. The Vilna University Library used to transfer to the Strashun Library many
Judaica books. In 1928 it held 25,000 books.
Famous Jewish intellectual giants shared their impressions in its “Visitors-Book”: Bialik,
Shalom Aleichem, Bergelson, Herzl, Berl Kazenelson, Shagal and many more. The Library was
the diamond in the crown of Torah and Intellect of Vilna Jewry. It kept in constant touch with
the Hebrew University National Library in Jerusalem. On the eve of WW-II it held 45,000 books.
.

After the conquest of Vilna in WW-II the Nazis robbed the all the incunabula. Its librarians
were murdered together with the rest of the ghetto dwellers in the nearby Ponar forest.
The Head of the German “Jewish Question” Institute ordered several Jewish intellectuals to
sort out and organize tens of thousands books from Vilna libraries for the purpose of shipping
them to Germany. They in turn organized themselves in an underground cell and at great risk
to their lives smuggled out thousands of books and documents to hiding places.
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At the end of the war 25,000 books from the Strashun library were located. Some were
transferred to YIVO in New York and some to the Hebrew University National Library in
Jerusalem.

Additional readings:
Alfasi, I (1781) "The RIF Responsa" - Livorno
Ben Sasson, M. (2006) "Libraries as people", Et-Mol, 189 (pp.10-13) - Yad Ben
Cohen N. (2003) "A book, A writer and a Newspaper" - the Warsaw Jewish Cultural
center 1918-1942, Magnes Publishing House.
Gries Z. (2002) "The Book as a Cultural Agent 1700-1900" - HaKibbutz HaMeuchad
HaBarceloni A. (1257) "The Book of Education" – Barcelona
Isserles, M. (1692) "Darkei Moshe, Tur Yoreh De’ah" - Zaltzbach
Karo, J. (1565) "Schulchan Aruch , Tur Yoreh De’Ah, Principles of Teaching" - Venice
Shor, P. (2012) "Mi Likute Shoshanim ve-ad Brigadat Ha Neyar-The story of the Strashun
Library in Vilna", Dyonon and the Ariel University Center.

. השבח לאל בורא עולם,תם ולא נשלם
Finished but not over with,
Praise God the Creator of the Universe

Matityahu Strashun
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Researchers in the reading room of the YIVO Library in Vilna

The packaging of books that survived the Strashun Library, 1947.
Destruction of matter and spirit.

